
Sunday 12th December 2021 

Barnet Sunday League Division Six Match at the Edmonton Sports & Social Club (Pitch Two) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.25 a.m. (Referee Early !) 
 

Result: EDMONTON ROVERS................. 5   COLNEY HATCH ATHLETIC .............. 7 Half-Time: 5-2 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-2) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Josh WAKEFORD   

2 RB Roshan SHAH   

5 RCB Chris JORDANOU   

4 LCB Natan PAWLACZYK (Captain)  23 Mins. 

3 LB Lenny CHARLES  35 Mins. 

9 RM Myreon KEANE   

8 CM Dapo ALAOYE   

10 CM/CF 75 Stuart DORWARD   

11 LM Harry DORWARD OFF 67 12 Mins. 

12 CF Max MIR OFF 57  

14 CF/LM 67 Tairique HARRISON SIN-BINNED 90+1 6, 30 Mins. 

SUBSTITUTES 

20 CF Gianni DIPO ON 57  

16 CF/CM 75 Harvey ANTONIOU ON 67  

     

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us:   
 

MANAGER: Tony McKay                         CLUB LINESMAN: Bob Cleary             ATTENDANCE: 28 

OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT (WhatsApp Group): Laurence Hughes, Simon Jackson, Roderick Bennett, Keith Charles, 

Tracey Charles, Sarah Dorward, Mike Jordanou, Lorna Antoniou, Dele Alaoye, Nik Mir, Ritish Shah, Tim Wakeford, Verity Wakeford 

REFEREE: David Smith                                 

BOOKINGS: None                          SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Mild and occasionally sunny.    STATE OF PITCH: Soft & muddy. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (7 Players): Tyler Meader (GK) (Illness), Tobi Charles (Away), Jack Vanvynck (Injured), Leon McKenzie-McKay 

(Working), Lexton Harrison (Suspended), Morgan Page-Mullane (No Lift), Pawel Pawlaczyk (Injured) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-4-1-1):   1. Lithira Abhayaratne (GK); 14. Akshay Palaniappan (RB), 2. Ben El-Gamal (RCB), 5. 

Ayodeji Kuti (LCB), 18. Jun Ming Shik (LB); 77. Gorkem Konakli (RM), 11. Rohan Haidankar (CM), 90. Emmanuel Akakabota 

(CM), 7. Avi Kabrielian (LM…Captain); 10. Abdulkarim Kozbar (LM); 12. Amir Ali (CF) 

Subs.  9. Faheem Miah, -. Jordan Okoli, GK. Muhammed Faiz, -. Constantinos Economou 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:   Ali (7 Mins.), Okoli (45+2 Mins.), Kabrielian (48 Mins.), Konakli (62 Mins.), El-Gamal (65 Mins.), 

Miah (72, 85 Mins.) 
 

MATCH REPORT 

We came into this game fielding the most depleted side we had put out since Pre-Season with goalkeeper Tyler Meader and numerous 

defensively-capable outfield players all missing for a variety of reasons, thereby forcing us to start with an attacking side which had to be 

instructed not to press too much following our 6-0 defeat to fellow strugglers New Barnet the week before where we left ourselves badly 

open at the back. However, our mid-table opponents Colney Hatch Athletic decided to sit back and attempt to pass their way out of their 

own penalty area as soon as the game kicked off, so on this occasion pressing them actually worked as we took the lead after just 6 minutes 

when after forcing a corner which he himself took, Tairique Harrison curled a shot into the far top corner after his initial kick had rebounded 

back out to him. However, Colney Hatch equalised just a minute later when forward Amir Ali scored with a close-range shot on the turn past 

an unsighted Josh Wakeford, but we hit back in the 12th minute when Harry Dorward made it 2-1 with an excellent long range chip from near 

the touchline after Max Mir had intercepted a poor clearance from keeper Colney Hatch keeper Abhayaratne. That goal gave us a lot of 

confidence and Natan Pawlaczyk put us 3-1 up in the 23rd minute with a towering header from a Lenny Charles free-kick, then Tairique scored 

his second and our fourth in the 30th minute as keeper Abhayaratne allowed a low free-kick to squirm underneath him…at which point he was 

then substituted claiming an injury. However, his replacement then went and let in another soft goal as another good whipped-in free-kick 

from out wide by Lenny Charles sailed past him to make it 5-1 after 35 minutes and we even created several other chances in the First Half 

to increase our lead with Josh Wakeford rarely troubled at the other end. In the second minute of added-on time at the end of the half 

though, a lapse in concentration allowed a long through ball to be played forward to one of our ex-players Jordan ‘Umpire’ Okoli, who 

finished easily to make it 5-2, resulting in some furious rants at Half-Time from some of our coaches, even though we were still three goals 

ahead. That seemed to make our young players really nervous as Colney Hatch changed their personnel around and threw everybody forward 

right from the start of the Second Half and it resulted in goal after goal being scored against us as the ranting & raving from the touchline 

increased, while we created absolutely nothing going forward ourselves with Gianni Dipo turning up late and half-asleep and our only other 

substitute Harvey Antoniou wearing the wrong boots for such muddy conditions. We therefore ran out of options as players in the starting 

line-up started to tire, and it was very much ‘a game of two halves’ in the end, and the inquest will probably continue over Christmas. 


